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Total quality. That’s Italia
Security is a key concept for Iseo, through continous innovation and through
a highly capable team.
customer the choice how to
open the door: through the
traditional key or simply
through a tap on his smartphone”
is explained form the company.
The continuous activities in the
research and development –
one of the key factors for Iseo,
together with the “total
quality”- have allowed the
creation of electronic products
which give the customers the
chance to open with solutions
completely “touchless”.
The headquarters in Pisogne (BS) - Italy

Iseo Serrature, a leader
company since 50 years for the
development and production of
locking systems and access
control management, headed
by the President Evaristo
Facchinetti, has been always
reactive and has never been
afraid of the market turmoils,
investing in new projects.
Iseo Serrature is an historical
international company, with
advanced technologies, and
strongly linked to its region,
the lake Iseo area.

If from one side the company
has
never
stopped
the
investments in the mechanical
devices, on the other hand,
across the years, has developed
solutions for the access control.
In such a way “our production
is adapting to the market trends
and can cover most of the
applications: from residential
construction sector to the big
malls and commercial buildings,
Iseo solutions give to the

Thanks to the innovation of
Iseo today it is possible to use
the smartphone or other
devices (Apple watch, cards,
etc.) to open the door: thanks to
this approach it is possible to
minimize the physical touch,
which is crucial considering
the current historical situation.
Creative attitude, specialization,
generational continuity: these
are the ingredients which will
continue to make Iseo a great
brand and a symbol of made in
Italy.

Today Iseo group has almost
1.300 employees all over the
world, dedicated every day to
create devices for access
control management, safety
and security.
Thanks ot the enetrpreneurial
attitude of the third generation
of the founding family, the
group has been always
characterized for the courage to
exploit new success paths.
Argo App and the electronic cylinder Libra Smart by Iseo

